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Introduction

When analyzing quantitative spatial data, it is often essential
to classify spatial objects into sub-groups, so that objects
within the same group are more similar to each other than
those in different groups. One example is the partitioning of a
study region into ‘poor’ versus ‘rich’ according to the average
income [1]. Moreover, since the temporal dimension is an
important factor for most social activities, researchers have
developed various spatio-temporal clustering techniques for
classifying observations that show similar behavior in both
spatial and temporal dimensions. These techniques have been
applied in many application fields, such as trajectory
clustering [2], crime analysis [3] and epidemiology modeling
[4].
The recent rapid development of Information and
Communication Technologies (ICTs) has created a wide range
of novel spatio-temporal data sources (e.g., georeferenced
mobile phone records) for researchers to explore the travel
behavior and dynamic mobility patterns of phone users [5, 6].
These can be used as informants of human activity including
long term choices such as where to live (work and go to
school) and shorter term choices such as activity scheduling in
a week or even daily. Generally, mobile phones are capable of
recording location information by several ways such as using
Global Positioning System (GPS), service-provider assisted
faux GPS or simply by logging the connected cellular tower
information. In the last case, a mobile phone has to emit
signals for contacting a nearby cell phone tower in order to be
located [7]. Tracking information is then only available when
a phone call occurs and the spatio-temporal points are under
relatively low temporal resolution and unequally spaced on
the time axis. This falls into the category of “event-based
positioning techniques” as discussed in [8]. Since the
collected data are normally generated as scattered sample
points, further analysis is required to identify the inherent
mobility patterns. Applying clustering techniques to these
datasets can facilitate the extraction of the spatio-temporal
characteristics of user mobility patterns. In this paper, we
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investigate four categories of spatio-temporal clustering
methods that can be applied to mobile phone datasets at
various spatio-temporal scales. The results can be utilized as a
reference framework and theoretical basis for clustering
human mobility patterns and for conducting spatio-temporal
data mining in the age of instant access.	
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Mobile phones and other wireless devices collect large
numbers of measurements about their users. Although the
completeness and accuracy vary for different datasets, a
typical mobile phone dataset contains the following three
categories of user information: (1) Spatio-temporal tracking
information (i.e., the time and approximated location of phone
calls); (2) service usage information (i.e., the frequency and
duration of voice, text, and other types of service usage); and
(3) demographic profiles if available (including individuallevel profiles, such as age or gender, and super-individuallevel profiles, such as social conditions or cultural
backgrounds) [9].
For spatio-temporal clustering, researchers mostly focus on
the 1st type of information (spatio-temporal tracking
information). However, the 2nd and the 3rd categories can also
be utilized to enrich the background information for clustering
analysis. For example, Yuan et al. [10] utilized a dataset from
northeast China, which covers over one million people and
includes mobile phone connection records for a time span of 9
days. It includes the time, duration, and approximate location
of mobile phone connections, as well as the age and gender
attributes of the users. Table 1 provides several sample
records. The phone number, longitudes and latitudes are not
shown for reasons of privacy.

Table 1: Sample records from the example data set
Phone #
Longitude
Latitude
Time
Duration
Receiver
phone #
Phone #
1350*******

1350*******
126.*****
45.*****
14:26:24
12mins
1360*******

Gender
Male

Age
30

As a standard procedure of clustering analysis, spatiotemporal clustering should also be conducted based on the
following three steps: 1) Select variables and features for
clustering; 2) decide which clustering algorithms to employ;
and 3) interpret clustering results [11]. Sections 2.1-2.4
discuss four types of spatio-temporal clustering under
different spatial and temporal scales based on geo-referenced
mobile phone datasets. The first two types of clustering are
conducted on individual-level features (i.e., user trajectories),
whereas the latter two types concentrate on clustering urbanlevel features (i.e., hourly mobility counts in a certain area).

2.1

spatial and temporal resolutions of mobile phone records are
relatively low, both accuracy and precision need to be
critically taken into account when conducting stops extraction
from mobile phone data.

Intra-trajectory clustering

Intra-trajectory clustering refers to the clustering analysis
conducted to derive the internal patterns of user trajectories.
For instance, in Bagrow and Koren [12], the bimodal nature of
human trajectories is investigated based on a large dataset of
cellular telecommunication records. They quantified how
much of a user’s spatial dispersion is due to motion between
clusters, and how clusters are spatially and temporally
separated from one another.
Moreover, previous research has developed several
methodologies for extracting ‘stops’ (which are usually
considered as the low-velocity parts) from moving object data
(e.g., vehicle trajectories, animal tracking, etc.), and all of
these methods can be utilized to analyze the internal patterns
of spatio-temporal tracking information in mobile phone
datasets—see the CB-SMoT method (Clustering-Based Stops
and Moves) introduced in [13]. Phithakkitnukoon et al. [14]
also applied a method to identify the stops of mobile phone
carriers by regrouping a trajectory into sub-trajectories based
on predefined spatial and temporal thresholds on consecutive
points. Yuan et al. [10] applied the same method and studied
the correlation between and location of “stops” and the usage
of mobile phone data (Figure 1). Once the stops have been
extracted, the home location of each user is estimated as the
most frequent stop during the night hours and the work
location as the most frequent stop during day hours on
weekdays. Figure 1 visualizes the distribution of home and
work locations of users in City A. These POIs can also be
combined with our previous research on user trajectory
patterns to further examine the determinants of an individual’s
activity space [15]. However, as argued before, since the

(a)
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Figure 1: Clustering of (a) home locations and (b) work
locations based on mobile phone records [15]
In Moreno et al. [16], the researchers took one step further
from the identification of stops. They developed an algorithm
for analyzing the behavior of the moving object in order to
infer the goal of the stop. All these methods can be very
helpful for analyzing the internal patterns of spatio-temporal
points generated from mobile phone datasets. For future
research, an interesting topic would be analyzing how the
distribution of stops correlates with the social attributes of
phone users.

2.2

Inter-trajectory clustering

First we need to differentiate between two types of research:
moving clusters identification and trajectory clustering.
Moving clusters refer to a set of objects that move close to
each other for a long time interval [17], while trajectory
clustering focuses on classification and regrouping of multiple
trajectories based on their shapes and other features. Objects
in the same moving clusters usually have similar trajectories
during the given time span; however, objects with similar
trajectories do not necessarily need to be in the same moving
clusters. In a majority of these studies unsupervised
classification was employed as the method of analysis.
Several algorithms, from basic clustering techniques such as
k-means clustering and hierarchical clustering, to more
advanced techniques such as Hidden Markov Model (HMM)
and Principle Component Analysis (PCA), have been
proposed to classify the motion patterns of objects in realworld applications, such as gesture recognition [18]. As
discussed in previous research, the most important issue in
clustering trajectory data is to identify the spatio-temporal
attributes to be clustered on [8]. Skupin et al. [19] proposed a
method to visualize and analyze space-time paths (SPA) in
attribute space, which provides a novel perspective for
modeling multidimensional attribute data. For mobile phone
data, the classification of user trajectories can be helpful for
understanding the movement patterns of different population
groups; however, the complexity of the problem is
exacerbated by the low resolution in both the spatial and
temporal scales. Since imbedded GPS devices are only
available in a small portion of cell phones (i.e., smart phones),

most mobile phone datasets only include the location of the
base stations, and the tracking information is only available
when a phone call occurs; therefore, the recorded spatiotemporal points have low temporal resolution and are
unequally spaced on the time axis. This increases the
complexity of clustering the trajectories of mobile phone users
(Figure 2).

T→(S→A)
Summary attribute values
associated with each time unit
S×S→(T→A)
For each pair of locations,
time series of flows between
the locations by time
intervals
T×T→(S→A)
Each pair of time units,
aggregate attributes representing
changes between the spatial
configurations
T×T→(S×S→A)
For each pair of time units,
aggregate moves (flows) of
objects between locations

Figure 2: A week-long individual travel-activity path [9].
A potential research direction here is to explore how the
uncertainty in both spatial and temporal scale affects the
clustering analysis. For example, Nanni and Pedreschi [2]
proposed a density based method that can be applied to cluster
trajectories unevenly spaced in the spatial and temporal
domain.

2.3

Intra-urban clustering

Since individuals are atoms in an urban system, the spatiotemporal characteristics of an urban system can be viewed as
a generalization of individual behavior; therefore, mobile
phone data also provide new insights into the analysis of the
mobility patterns in urban systems. Researchers believe that
urban structure has a strong impact on urban-scale mobility
patterns, indicating that different areas inside a city are
associated with different inhabitants’ motion patterns [20];
hence, a potential research direction is to classify urban areas
based on their dynamic mobility patterns. Unlike trajectory
clustering discussed in sections 2.1 and 2.2, here the variables
used for clustering are aggregated from individual trajectories
in different regions. We only discuss clustering approaches
that involve all three components: objects (i.e., phone users),
space, and time.
Andrienko [8] et al. summarized the categories of spatial
temporal aggregations (see Table 1 in [8]). Here we extend the
table from a clustering perspective (see Table 2, T for time, S
for space and A for attributes, i.e., the number of people at
each location).
Table 2: Different scenarios and corresponding clustering
features
Scenarios
Clustering feature
S→(T→A)
Time series of summary attribute
Time series
values in each location

Spatial series

Vector time series

Spatial series of the
change of
aggregated attribute

Matrix in spatial
dimension

Various clustering techniques have been explored for each
case listed in Table 2. For example, the hourly phone call
frequencies can be viewed as regular time series. In this case
many well-developed clustering techniques for time series
data can be applied, such as Longest Common Subsequence
(LCSS) described in [21]. However, there are still remaining
issues to be studied, such as how to cluster the aggregate
moves of objects in the last row of Table 2.
Although it is also feasible to conduct intra-trajectory and
inter-trajectory clustering for users in different urban areas,
this category of analysis mainly focuses on the clustering
process conducted directly on the urban-scale features. It can
also be applied for detecting abnormal mobility patterns in
cities, as well as providing references for researchers and
policy makers to investigate the functioning patterns of
different urban areas.

2.4

Inter-urban clustering

Similar to intra-urban clustering described in Section 2.3, it is
also feasible to classify multiple cities based on their dynamic
mobility patterns. The classification of cities has been tackled
from various perspectives: from functional to geometrical (i.e.,
size, shape, etc.) [22, 23]; however, there has not been an
extensive study on classifying cities based on their internal
spatio-temporal mobility patterns. The biggest challenge here
is to select one or more representative variables for the
mobility patterns of an entire city. Here we provide potential
directions for future work.
One option is to aggregate all space-time points and
generate a mobility time series for each city; however, this
approach cannot represent the spatial heterogeneity inside
urban areas. A potential solution is to divide each city into
sub-regions so that the internal mobility heterogeneity can be
preserved. Several research questions and issues are
associated with this topic, including:
1) How to divide a city into sub-regions?

2)

3)
4)
5)
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Since the objective is to classify cities based on their
mobility patterns, how to eliminate / incorporate the
effects of other variables when conducting the clustering
analysis, such as:
•
Urban morphology variables (size, shape of
cities, etc.);
•
Urban demographic variables (population,
average income, etc.);
•
Mobility central tendency variables: Central
tendency refers to a typical value of the
distribution, such as the average movement
radius for a given city and the major direction
of mobility flows (e.g.; central to outbound
or outbound to central).
What kinds of variables should be used to represent the
spatio-temporal patterns of each sub-region? Table 2
provides a good start for this question.
How to integrate the patterns in sub-regions to represent
the whole city?
What kinds of similarity measure and clustering
techniques should be used?

Conclusions

In this paper we have summarized the categories of spatiotemporal clustering based on mobile phone datasets. Four
types of clustering were discussed regarding their
methodologies, issues, and future directions: intra-trajectory
clustering, inter-trajectory clustering, intra-urban clustering,
and inter-urban clustering. Generally, two major challenges
are the selection of clustering techniques and the selection of
clustering variables for each specific circumstance. A
framework of potential research questions is provided as a
guideline for our future research agenda on reducing the
complexity of dynamic data and classifying similar patterns in
mobile datasets.
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